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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The AT200 Smart Toilet from DXV by
American Standard Combines Contemporary Design
with the Latest Automated Technology
Customizable Water-Cleansing Functions Ensure the Ultimate in Personal
Hygiene and Comfort; Bidet Seat Also Available

LOS ANGELES, DWELL ON DESIGN (June 20, 2014) —
Sleek and sophisticated, the AT200 smart toilet and the
AT100 bidet seat from DXV by American Standard are luxury
fixtures that combine peerless design, advanced technology
and flawless engineering to bring a fresh new standard of
personal comfort and cleansing to the modern bathroom.

Elegant in form, lavish in features, and unmatched in water
efficiency and performance, these superb products are an
indispensible addition to today’s environmentally aware
lifestyle. Created in the belief that fully customizable control is
the key to personalized comfort and well-being, the AT200
and AT100 offer a range of completely automated, easily
adjusted functions to transform the bathroom into a relaxing,
life-enhancing space — without compromising effectiveness,
proficiency or healthfullness.
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Establishing a new benchmark in
personalized cleansing and comfort,
the AT200 smart toilet from DXV by
American Standard offers an
unrivalled range of sophisticated
features to enhance the modern
bathroom environment. Luxury
conveniences such as hands-free
flushing, automated lid opening and
closing, and seat heating join a
completely adjustable two-nozzle
water-spray system with integrated
air dryer to create a state-of-the-art
smart toilet that delivers the ultimate
in performance and efficiency.
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The experience begins when the user approaches the AT200 smart toilet and the seat
lid opens smoothly and automatically — a graceful hands-free operation that’s as
effortless as it is hygenic. All cleansing functions are enabled by a sensor as soon as the
user sits down on the seat, which has adjustable heating for additional comfort. When
the user departs, the lid closes and the toilet automatically flushes, too. The AT200
incorporates a soft night light in the bowl and in the area around the feet, conveniently
illuminating the base of the toilet and the inside of the bowl.

With their beautifully considered aesthetics and stateof-the-art technology, the AT200 and the AT100 use the
soothing action of warm water as a refreshing and
hygienic alternative to toilet tissue, offering the ultimate
in fully automated personalized comfort and
convenience for all members of the family. Both feature
two separate nozzles for natural and convenient front
and rear cleansing. Nozzle positions (including
oscillating options), spray volume and strength, and
water temperature are all adjustable by easy-to-use
remote control, allowing for a completely individualized
cleansing experience. There is also a massage feature
and an efficient built-in warm-air drier for use after
New from DXV by American
Standard, the AT100 bidet seat
brings the luxury and salutary
benefits of the stand-alone bidet to
the standard toilet by using the
familiar refreshing action of water as
a soothing and hygienic personal
cleansing system. All the heated
bidet seat’s functions — including the
temperature, pressure and pattern of
the spray — are determined by
remote control, offering a fresh
touchstone in customized comfort
and convenience to adults and
children alike.

washing.

The AT200 smart toilet and the AT100 bidet seat from
DXV by American Standard are available through an
exclusive network of American Standard showrooms
and dealers across North America. For more
information, visit www.dxv.com or call (800) 227-2734.
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ABOUT AMERICAN STANDARD BRANDS
American Standard Brands make life healthier, safer and more beautiful at home, at work, in the
community and throughout the world. Offering total project solutions for residential and
®
commercial customers around the world with respected brands such as American Standard ,
™
®
®
®
®
®
DXV , Safety Tubs , Crane Plumbing , Eljer , Fiat and Decorative Panels International .
American Standard Brands is owned by Lixil Corporation (TSE Code 5938), a global building
products company. Learn more at www.americanstandard.com, or follow us at
twitter.com/AmStandard, https://www.facebook.com/AmericanStandardPlumbing.
AT100 and AT200 are trademarks of American Standard Brands.
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